Run 2493 White’s Hill Reserve
Hares: VD and Twin Tub

VDs Birthday Run

Christmas came early to Whites Hill on Monday. On arrival we saw the boys playing with their new
toy, a monocycle fresh out of Santa’s storeroom at Border Protection. This gyroscopic mover uses
one of lifes’ golden rules as its coded logic. Lean forward, you gain traction…lean back, you relax.
Relaxed was how the hares VD and Twin Tub looked in the garden surrounds. They must have
been up early to get all the trail marking done and flour-dusted.
Stand-in GM S’Bags was on the job with news that Royal Screw may be back just in time for the
AGPU. Talk about leader’s snouts in the trough! Someone should audit Scruffy’s books to see who
paid for the 4 week sojourn the GM took to India’s flesh spots.
VD did not tell the usual hare’s fib about NO HILLS…better not pout..better not lie.. and pointed out
the walker’s and runner’s trails….OnOn.
The runners were about 10 in number and with Optus making a slow start it was Splat and Horny
JC leading the pack downhill to the road entrance. Where can the trail go from here? Only back up
the other side of the road and into the surrounding bush. This loop gave XXXX, Scruffy and BFC a
chance to catch the pack. But not so Lil A Play and Multiple Choice. There seems to be a force
field around them that keeps them at a uniform distance from the pack at all times.
Verbal D predicted the run direction would be up to the lookout as he walks through here for
relaxation …or so he claims. Story a bit sus but in this era of fake news I don’t want to investigate
or start another rumour!
Turbo had his laid back pace well practiced in Vientiane recently and took some of the killer
White’s Hills easily. Never did see Peewee on the run so assume he found his pace early as a FRB.
Clever plan by the hares to have the runners meet the walkers on 2 or 3 occasions, but I am sure I
saw Snappy walking the wrong way.
A couple of hills into the run and Scruffy started to regret all the weekend golf but blamed his
exhaustion it on his recent SES activity.
I was hardly one to comment on lack of energy but just as I started to enjoy the downhill part of
the run, it finished in about 45minutes.
All the walkers were already at the esky talking about their silly season plans.
Circle
A noisy circle with numerous calls to Shut the F@#$ Up so the acting GM could introduce Monk
Divot. The Monk could see his reign on power slipping away after a year in the office and let the
crowd run the show. Snappy was called in as usual. Vaso spent some time icing golf buddies like
Hoof and Optus. Multiple concentrated on his favourite brother-in-law Lufty over an Australia
Post incident. Lufty wont be getting any Xmas mail after offending the local staff.
Optus won the SOTW shirt for some incomprehensible offence from the non-hash world.
Hare VD should have been wearing a Santa suit when he announced free beer and prawns for all.
The seagulls loved it! So much so that wall of hungry hounds prevented me from trying the
seafood. But the beer was good!
Run 8/10
Circle 5/10
Food 8/10
OnOn
XXXX

